
Better than ever!
All Yamaha machines, from motorcycles and ATVs, to

WaveRunner watercraft and outboard engines - to our

legendary snowmobiles - are designed and engineered

to make your life more relaxing and enjoyable. In the

case of these hard-working snow throwers, our mission

is to turn a chore into a pleasure!

For around 40 years, we've been building the latest

technologies and innovative features into these

machines we create to help you do battle with the white

stu . That’s why our snow throwers cut wider paths and

throw your snow further - all with a smooth, quiet easy-

going e ciency that will surprise and delight you.

So before the snow next falls, be prepared by checking

out the very latest Yamaha snow thrower line-up and in

particular, the outstanding  agship YS1070T. Yamaha

created it to help you move that wonderful, magical

material to where you want it, not where Mother Nature

put it. Mission accomplished.

Massive snow-clearing performance –

60 tons per hour

Wide snow-clearing footprint – 72 cms

Powerful 2-stage blower - throws

snow 17 metres!

Electrically assisted track turning

system – smooth and easy

Fast engine heating system – even on a

cold morning

Unique fuel draining feature for

simpler summer storage

Yamaha 4-stroke OHV engine with

electric start

Hydrostatic Transmission (HST) – a joy

to drive

Tough rubber track drive - great grip

and traction

Easy control of chute rotation -

electric powered

2-step chute - plastic liner reduces

snow build-up

Heavy duty steel 2-stage auger - for

tough jobs

3-fokozatú gáz-rásegítéses

marócsiga-magasság szabályozó

YS1070T



Better than ever!
60 tons per hour performance, 17-metre throwing power and extra-wide (72cms) clearance

footprint - and these are just its headline advantages. With its smooth, quiet 4-stroke engine, new

Silent Body design and updated, feature-packed speci cation, our latest YS1070T is the perfect

choice for large clearing jobs.

Technical and aesthetic advances have been made for our premium model, so beauty is more than

skin deep on this capable machine. The electro-magnetic auger clutch and smooth hydrostatic

transmission - with single-lever control - and ECU-controlled Electric Track Turning system make it a

breeze to operate, even in tight spots.

The YS1070T is friendly too – to you and your neighbours. The upgraded, Silent Body design,

insulated engine enclosure and large mu er ensure quiet operation that makes snow-clearing a

more relaxing and enjoyable job than ever before. What’s more, it’s heated up and ready to start

work within around 90 seconds even on a cold morning.
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Yamaha 4-Stroke OHV engine -
electric start

The upgraded low-idle governor system

warms the engine fast, even on a cold

morning, quickly releasing all the smooth,

quiet, reassuring power of this super-

e cient Yamaha 4-stroke OHV engine.

It’s the durable, well proven MZ300 air-

cooled unit that provides masses of

torque and snow-throwing power, but

also delivers excellent fuel economy,

running on regular OCT95 fuel.

Powerful dual-stage
auger/impeller system

The dual-stage auger/impeller system is

designed to withstand the harshest

winter conditions. The heavy-duty steel

auger cuts a very wide path (72cms) and

has a serrated cutting edge that breaks

up even icy, hard-packed snow - ready for

the high-speed impeller to propel it

through the 2-step chute and throw it up

to 17 metres away.

Plastic-lined chute and easy-to-
use controls

The 2-step chute has a smooth plastic liner

which prevents the build-up of wet snow

and also reduces noise and wear. Rotation is

electric-powered, with convenient angle

adjustment by a single lever. The interlock

lever for auger and drive engagement is a

one-handed operation too, leaving the other

hand free to easily adjust speed or chute

position on the  y.

Hydrostatic Transmission (HST)

Our durable hydrostatic transmission

system o ers more precise speed control,

as well as smoother shifts between

Forward and Reverse, with the use of a

single lever. This allows you to change

speed - or stop - without disengaging the

tracks or a ecting the speed of the

impeller. Nor will it a ect the remarkable

distance (up to around 17 metres) you are

throwing that snow!

Electronically assisted turning
system

Think of this as Yamaha’s exclusive ‘power

steering’ system – and the YS1070T is the

very  rst snow thrower to have one! All it

takes to change direction or turn

smoothly through 180º is the  ip of a

switch on the handlebar. This unique

feature is made possible by the ECU

(Electronic Control Unit) that e ciently

regulates and controls the turning system.

Tough rubber track drive system

No slipping, no sliding - just great control.

The rubber tracks are pliable, with large

cleats for added grip when manoeuvring in

di cult conditions. They provide good

traction, even on steep driveways - and you

can even expect this machine to climb steps

when necessary. The system works in

perfect harmony with the smooth

Hydrostatic Transmission.
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Motor

Motor típusa Egyhengeres, 4 ütemű, Léghűtéses, OHV
Model MZ300
Lökettérfogat 296 cc
Maximális teljesítmény 6.9 kW(9.4ps)
Indítás Elektromos, 12VDC akkumulátor (széria)
Gyújtás TCI

Méretek

Üzemanyagtank kapacitása 6.7 litres
Szükséges olaj mennyiség 1.0 litres
Feltöltött tömeg (olajjal és üzemanyaggal) 185 kg
Teljes hossz x szélesség x magasság 1,568 mm x745 mm x 1,105 mm

Hókidobó vezérlése

Körbeforgatási tartomány 220º

Hómaró csiga

Átmérő 350 mm

Hajtásrendszer

Váltó Hidrosztatikus
Előremeneti sebesség 0 - 2.8 km/h
Hátrameneti sebesség 0 - 1.8 km/h

Kapacitás

Szélesség 715 mm
Hókidobó nélküli magasság 510 mm
Hóeltakarító kapacitás 60 tons/hr
Maximális hóeltakarító (eldobó) távolság 17 m
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Not all models shown are available in every country. The speci cation and appearance of Yamaha

products can vary from time to time without prior notice. Those shown here are only for illustrative

purposes and are not contractual description of products. Snow thrower warranty is subject to speci c

conditions. For further details, please contact your Yamaha dealer. Season 2021/2022 model shown
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